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I  INTRODUCTION 

 In Authenticated Key Exchange Protocol For 

Parallel       Network File System, the Communication 

Between Clients and Server is very secure Data 

Transaction. The User’s can access the data with the 

permission of the server and secure method. The 

server will accept the user request based on their 

secrecy type and server response to the clients. In 

the data transaction there is a chance for file missing 

and misuse the sharing of files to prevent this 

problem, we proposed this system after the 

investigation from user’s feedback report.  

 We developed this System Application with 

set protocol for an intuitive method to alleviate this 

problem .The server will provide the approval to 

user’s Meta data(meta data means data about data) 

server is manually generate the Key. The generate 

key send them to User’s and they can access the 

data by using of secrecy key. Our primary goal in this 

work is to design efficient andsecure authenticated 
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ABSTRACT 

In data communication system Key establishment is the major process for 

providing security to the entire network while transfer the data between 

neighbors. We study the Problem of “Authenticated Key Exchange Protocol For 

Parallel Network File System” provide that the meta data server to serve that 

the client and storage server to response the client user and meta data server 

will response to all the user’s request and will accept the user request based on 

the their secrecy type and will provide the approval and then user need to 

select the files as the secrecy type. In existing process the user can access only 

one files to the secrecy type and one of the kerberos based PNFS protocol will 

use to handle that the workload and user misuse the sharing files easily. Meta 

data server manually generate the key and it would be send to the user while 

sending the key itself meta data server would create the session time problem 

will be occur within the particular time user can use their file from the server. 

The proposed system will overcome all the problem and user can access the 

multiple files and two types of secrecy will use to avoid the workload process 

within that timing and to authenticate the key exchange protocol after session 

time got over, the session time user have to give the request again to the meta 

data server. 

Keywords—Authenticated key exchange, network file systems, fully forward 

secrecy, partially forward secrecy, Escrow-free. 
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key exchange protocols that meet specific 

requirements of pNFS. 

 Scalability – the metadata server facilitating 

access requests from a client to multiple 

storage devices should bear as little 

workload as possible such that the server 

will not become a performance bottleneck, 

but is capable of supporting a very large 

number of clients; 

 Forward secrecy – the protocol should 

guarantee the security of past session keys 

when the long-term secret key of a client or 

a storage device. 

 Escrow-free – the metadata server should 

not learn any information about any 

session key used by the client and the 

storage device, provided there is no 

collusion among them. 

  In this Application, the secured data 

transaction between clients and server, the user’s 

no chance to access the data without the permission 

from the server. The user’s must be only access the 

data by the authentication key and users can access 

multiple files and two ways of secrecy will use to 

avoid the workload process within that time and 

authentication method is present to key exchange 

protocol. The main results of this paper are three 

new provably secure authenticated key exchange 

protocols.  

 Our protocols, progressively designed to 

achieve each of the above properties, demonstrate 

the trade-offs between efficiency and security. We 

show that our protocols can reduce the workload of 

the metadata server by approximately half 

compared to the current Kerberos-based protocol, 

while achieving the desired security properties and 

keeping the computational overhead at the clients 

and the storage devices at a reasonably low 

level.The user can work with their approval files. In 

the transaction and allocation time no misuse the 

key by other user’s. From this system, user’s can 

satisfy in data transaction between the clients and 

server. 

 

 

II  EXISTING SYSTEM 

A.EXISTING CONCEPT 

 In existing protocol, kerberos based PNFS 

protocol, therethe Meta data server will encrypt  

files and will upload that into  the cloud, and will 

create the instance name to the every file, and there 

will be many workload while send the key to the 

user and also PNFS will not provide any secrecy to 

the file. 

 On the other hand, data grids and file 

systems such as, Ocean Store, LegionFS and FARSITE, 

make use of public key cryptographic techniques 

and public key infrastructure (PKI) to perform cross-

domain user authentication. 

B.DRAWBACKS 

 File request delay for the client user and easily 

take over the time. 

 Server sharing the key to misuse the other user 

easily handle them. 

 Client side work load will affect. 

III PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A.PROPOSED CONCEPT 

 In this work, we investigate the problem of 

secure many to- many communications in large-

scale network file systems that support parallel 

access to multiple storage devices.  

 In proposed system we have two secrecy 

type to overcome the all existing problem and 

Partial forward secrecy and fully forward secrecy, 

the both secrecy will give the security to the shared 

files and also user cannot share the key to the other 

user’s as well..  

B.ADVANTAGES 

 Multiple files Access to the user. 

 Time Allocation and do not misuse key type to 

the other users. 

 There are Partial protocol and various protocol 

will work and to avoid the workload. 
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IV  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
V MODULE DESCRIPTION 

A. Add files and accepting the Request 

In this module meta data server would add 

the all the data into the server, and all the 

added files would be visible to the all the 

user’s, but they cannot access it to directly 

so user would select the secrecy type and 

will the request to the accessing request to 

the meta data server and then meta data 

server will accept the request and give the 

permission to the user. 

B. View files and accepting the Request 

In this module meta data server will watch 

all the user’s request and will accept the 

user request based on the their secrecy 

type and  will provide the approval and 

then user need to select the files first the 

secrecy type , after that only they can give 

the request. 

C. Send the Key and accepting the File 

After approving the request will the send 

the accessing key to the user. Meta data 

server manually generate the key and the 

would be send  to the user while sending the 

key itself meta data server would create the 

session time within the       particular time 

user can use their use their file from the 

server. 

D. Partially Forward Secrecy 

In this module user can select the multiple 

file in that particular session time .within 

that timing user can work with their  

approval files. User cannot access the other 

than the approval files. And also user should 

give the accessing key to access that file 

.otherwise user cannot access their file. 

After the session time file will be 

automatically will come outside . 

E. Fully Forward Secrecy 

In this module user can select the only one 

file in that particular session time .within 

that timing user can work with their  

approval files. User cannot access the other 

than the approval files. And also user should 

give the accessing key to access that file 

.otherwise user cannot access their file. 

After the session time file will be 

automatically will come outside. 

F. Get Mac Address 

In this module according to their secrecy 

type they can access their authorized 

files,and while accessing the file 

automatically will get the user mac address 

will forward it in to the admin , so meta data 

server easy can identify the problem if there 

is any misuse or any irrelevant modification, 

admin can easy can identify the user. 

VI DESCRIPTION OF OUR PROTOCOLS 

 We first introduce some notation required 

for our protocols.LetF(k;m) denote a secure key 

derivation function that takesas input a secret key k 

and some auxiliary information m,and outputs 

another key.  

 Let siddenote a session identifier which can 

be used to uniquely name the ensuing session. Let 

also N be the total number of storage devices to 

which a client is allowed to access. We are now 

ready to describe the construction of our protocols.. 

pNFS-AKE-I 

 Our first pNFS-AKE protocol is illustrated in 

Figure 2. Foreach validity period v, C must first pre-

compute a set of key materialsKCS1 ; : : : ;KCSN 
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before it can access any of theN storage device Si 

(for 1 _ i _ N). The key materials aretransmitted to 

M. 

Phase I – For each validity period v: 

(1) C !M : IDC, E(KCM;KCS1 ; : : : ;KCSN ) 

(2) M !C : E(KMS1 ; IDC; IDS1 ; v;KCS1 ); : : : ; 

E(KMSN ; IDC; IDSN ; v;KCSN) 

Phase II – For each access request at time t: 

(1) C !M : IDC, IDS1 ; : : : ; IDSn 

(2) M !C : _1; : : : ; _n 

(3) C !Si : _i; E(KMSi; IDC; IDSi ; v;KCSi), E(sk0 

i ; IDC; t) 

(4) Si !C : E(sk0 

i ; t + 1) 

Fig. 2.Specification of pNFS-AKE-I. 

pNFS-AKE-II 

We now employ a Diffie-Hellman key agreement 

techniqueto both provide forward secrecy and 

prevent key escrow. In this protocol, each Si is 

required to pre-distribute some keymaterial to M at 

Phase I of the protocol. Si must verify the 

authentication token to ensure the integrity of gc. 

Here C and Si compute skzi for z = 0; 1 as follow: 

skz i = F(gcsi; IDC; IDSi ; gc; gsi ; v; sid; z): 

At the end of the protocol, C and Si share a 

session keysk1i . 

pNFS-AKE-III 

As explained before, pNFS-AKE-II achieves only 

partial forward secrecy (with respect to v). In the 

third variant of our pNFS-AKE, therefore, we 

attempt to design a protocol that achieves full 

forward secrecy and escrow-freeness. A straight 

forward and well-known technique to do this is 

through requiring both C and Si to generate and 

exchange fresh Diffie-Hellman components for each 

access request at time t. However, this would 

drastically increase the computational overhead at 

the client and the storage devices. Hence, we adopt 

a different approach here by combining the Diffie-

Hellman key exchange technique used in pNFS-AKE-

II with a very efficient key update mechanism. 

VII OTHER RELATED WORK 

Some of the earliest work in securing large-scale 

distributed file systems, have already employed 

Kerberos for performing authentication and 

enforcing access control. Kerberos, being based on 

mostly symmetric key techniques in its early 

deployment, was generally believed to be more 

suitable for rather closed, well-connected 

distributed environments. Each user of these 

systems is assumed to possess a certified 

public/private key pair. However, these systems 

were not designed specifically with scalability and 

parallel access in mind. Nevertheless, these 

proposals assumed that a metadata server shares a 

group secret key with each distributed storage 

device. The group key is used to produce capabilities 

in the form of message authentication codes. 

However, compromise of the metadata server or 

any storage device allows the adversary to 

impersonate the server to any other entities in the 

file system. This issue can be alleviated by requiring 

that each storage device shares a different secret 

key with the metadata server. Nevertheless, such an 

approach restricts a capability to authorising I/O on 

only a single device, rather than larger groups of 

blocks or objects which may reside on multiple 

storage devices. 

VIII CONCLUSION 

 The based PNFS protocol will use to avoid 

that the workload. After the session time, file will be 

automatically come outside till the session time 

getting exceeded automatically, intimation will 

come for timing session if user wants that extra time 

.User can use that extra time or else that page 

would close automatically after session time got 

over, after the session time user want to give the 

request again to the meta data server. We proposed 

three authenticated key exchange protocols for 

parallel network file system (pNFS). The three 

appealing advantages are offered by our protocols 

over the existing Kerberos-based pNFS protocol. 

Firstly the metadata server executing our protocols 

has much lower workload as compared to that 

Kerberos-based approach. Secondly, two our 

protocols provide forward secrecy:one which is 

partially forward secure (with respect to multiple 
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sessions within a time period), while the other is 

fully forward secure (with respect to a session). 

Thirdly, we also have designed a protocol which  

provides forward secrecy as well as is escrow-free. 
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